We demonstrate that a vibration-induced air inflow can cause vigorous bubbling in a bed of fine particles and report the mechanism by which this phenomenon occurs. When convective flow occurs in a powder bed as a result of vibrations, the upper powder layer with a high void ratio moves downward and is compressed. This process forces the air in the powder layer out, which leads to the formation of bubbles that rise and eventually burst at the top surface of the powder bed. A negative pressure is created below the rising bubbles. A narrow opening at the bottom allows the outside air to flow into the powder bed, which produces a vigorously bubbling fluidized bed that does not require the use of an external air supply system.
We demonstrate that a vibration-induced air inflow can cause vigorous bubbling in a bed of fine particles and report the mechanism by which this phenomenon occurs. When convective flow occurs in a powder bed as a result of vibrations, the upper powder layer with a high void ratio moves downward and is compressed. This process forces the air in the powder layer out, which leads to the formation of bubbles that rise and eventually burst at the top surface of the powder bed. A negative pressure is created below the rising bubbles. A narrow opening at the bottom allows the outside air to flow into the powder bed, which produces a vigorously bubbling fluidized bed that does not require the use of an external air supply system. G ranular materials and fluids exhibit vastly different behaviors due to differences in their discreteness and continuity [1] [2] [3] . As demonstrated through experiments using noncohesive coarse particles, each solid in a granular material moves independently when a vibration is applied, which results in the observation of unusual behaviors, such as convection [4] [5] [6] [7] , bubbling [8] [9] [10] , granular waves [11] [12] [13] , oscillons 14 , and segregation 15, 16 . The convection and bubbling behaviors, which display complex but structured particle movements, have the potential to be used in numerous applications, such as fluidization and mixing. Granular material studies have been conducted using noncohesive particles with diameters that are larger than several hundred micrometers. In general, fine particles have been found to be more useful than coarse particles because fine particles have larger specific surface areas, which prove effective for microscopic surface activities and homogeneity. However, the adhesive and cohesive properties of fine particles make them difficult to handle in a gaseous form.
The main attractive interaction forces between particles are van der Waals, electrostatic, and liquid bridge forces. These forces are theoretically proportional to the first or second power of the particle diameter 17, 18 , whereas gravity is proportional to the cube of the particle diameter. Consequently, the interaction forces are dominant in smaller particles, and gravity does not induce the flow of these particles.
The coupling of aeration and vibration has been attempted for the fluidization of these types of cohesive fine particles [19] [20] [21] . In addition, an external air supply system is thought to be essential to achieve fluidization of these particles. However, our research reveals that the use of higher frequency vibrations without an external air supply system can cause cohesive fine particles to exhibit vigorous bubbling in a powder bed. In this manuscript, this newly found phenomenon is presented, and the bubbling mechanism in the fine powder bed is elucidated experimentally.
Results
Horizontal vibration system. A horizontal vibration system was used to study the bubbling behavior in the fine powder bed. Multilayered structure of bubbles. A convective flow was observed in the powder bed as a result of horizontal vibrations, i.e., the particles in the center moved downward, whereas those near the side walls moved upward when the vibrations were applied in the normal direction. Figure 2a shows a series of images of the oscillating powder bed in the glass tube when the vibrator was attached 100 mm from the bottom of the glass tube (Supplementary video S1). A multilayered structure of bubbles was formed in the upper part of the powder bed. The upper bubbles in this structure were extended horizontally. A similar multilayered structure also occurred on the back side of the glass tube. Small bubbles were constantly generated at a depth of 25 6 5 mm from the surface of the powder bed. These bubbles rose to the top and eventually burst at the surface of the powder bed. The thin powder layer between the bubbles frequently broke, which led to the coalescence of two bubbles to form a larger bubble. Consequently, the number of bubble layers varied within a given range. This regular arrangement of bubble layers sharply contrasts with the results obtained in previous work using coarse bubbles because multiple bubble layers have not been previously observed 8 . Figure 2b shows the number distribution of bubbles in the multilayered structure, which ranged from four to seven and had a mode value of six. The interval between the bubble layers was several millimeters. Figures 2c and 2d show the time interval distributions of the generation and coalescence of bubbles, respectively. The bubbles were generated in intervals of less than 0.3 s with a mode value of 0.1 s. The bubble coalescence typically occurred in very short intervals. These specific features in the multilayered structure of bubbles always appeared when vibrations were applied.
Vigorous bubbling in a bed of fine particles. The vibrator was attached 40 mm from the bottom end of the tube. When vibrations were applied, a multilayered structure of bubbles was soon observed. A few seconds later large bubbles formed near both side walls and rose at a velocity of several hundred millimeters per second before bursting at the top surface of the powder bed. Figure 3a shows a series of images of the vigorous bubbling in the oscillating powder bed in the glass tube (Supplementary video S2) . Each large bubble was independent, and the bubbling state differed from that observed in the multilayered structure (Fig. 2a) . The inflow of air from the bottom of the tube generated larger bubbles. The air that was forced out of the powder layer by the convective flow was also mixed with the bubbles. The air flow rate from the top of the tube was 5 cm 3 /s. The convective flow caused the particles in the center to move downward. The trajectory of a dark tracer particle, which is denoted by white arrows in the images, shows that the particles had a downward flow velocity of several tens of millimeters per second. Figure 3b shows the bubble size distribution in the vertical direction, which was measured 50 mm from the bottom end of the glass tube. The maximum bubble size was 30 mm, which is much larger than that of the bubbles in the multilayered structure. Figure 3c shows the time interval distribution of the bubble formation: the distribution range was less than 0.8 s and had a mode value of 0.2 s. These values are larger than those shown in Figure 2c .
Discussion
To clarify the mechanism by which the above phenomenon occurs, the local air pressure was measured near the tube wall at vertical intervals of 10 mm. Figure 4a shows the positions and directions of the air pressure measurements, and Figure 4b shows the distributions of the gauge pressure. The vibrator was attached 100 mm from the bottom of the tube during these experiments. Although the data fluctuated slightly due to convective flow and bubbling, the same specific features always appeared: the gauge pressure was positive from 55 to 80 mm and negative from 0 to 55 mm. At the top and bottom of the powder bed, which were open to the atmosphere, the gauge pressure was zero. The positive and negative pressures in the vertical direction corresponded to the bubbling and nonbubbling zones, respectively.
The correspondence between the pressure and the bubbling zones can be explained as follows (Fig. 5a) . When convective flow occurs in the powder bed as a result of vibrations, the upper powder layer with a high void ratio moves downward and is compressed, which forces air out of the space around the particles. The air pressure thus becomes positive. The small bubbles that are formed in the powder bed coalesce to become larger bubbles, which rise and burst at the surface of the powder bed. When bubbles with a positive pressure rise, a negative pressure is created below them.
In this study, we considered a new concept of bubbling in a powder bed (Fig. 5b) . If a larger negative pressure can be created at the bottom of the powder bed, the pressure difference will cause the outside air to enter the powder bed through a small gap between the glass tube and the bottom plate. The larger negative pressure region can be expanded to the bottom of the powder bed by lowering the position of the vibrator that is attached to the glass tube.
As shown in Figure 3a , the adjustment of the height of the vibrator that was attached to the glass tube allowed vigorous bubbles to form in the powder bed of fine particles. Furthermore, the vibrator height affected the region of the convective flow in the powder bed and thus significantly influenced the bubbling behavior, i.e., the difference between the bubbling in a multilayered structure and the vigorous bubbling observed with the inflow of air. This novel fluidized bed that uses a vibration-induced air inflow system should prove useful for various applications, including closed fluidized systems and open fluidized systems in fine industries.
Methods
The sample that was used in the experiments was an alumina powder with a mass median diameter of 8 mm and a particle density of 4000 kg/m 3 . The initial bed height was set at 80 mm to generate large convective flow and create a large negative pressure under the vibrations. A pressure probe with a tap hole on one side was used to measure the local air pressure in the powder bed. The air flow rate that passed through the powder bed from the bottom was determined by measuring the volume of the air that flowed out of the top of the tube per unit time. A small amount of tracer particles was also fed into the powder bed to observe the particle behavior through the glass tube wall. 
